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We may repeat of French Platonists and Aristotelians what 
Plato said of the Athenians-when they are good they are most 
excellent. Mr. Rodier's laborious edition of the de Anima not 
only supersedes but swallows and assimilates its German and 
English predecessors, Trendelenburg and Wallace. On every 
doubtful point he reproduces the opinions of all the ancient 
commentators, Alexander, Themistius, Simplicius, Philoponos, 
Sophonias, Priscianus, and the views of all moderns accessible 
through Zeller or Bursian's Jahresbericht. His own judicial 
summing up is almost always sane and right, and, where erroneous, 
can always be checked by the evidence which he supplies. 

The constitution of the text is conservative. Mr. Rodier 
reprints with some interpolations of his own to bring it down to 
date the critical apparatus of Biehl in the Teubner text. He 
discusses with inexhaustible patience the emendations of Bonitz, 
Torstrik, Essen, Bywater, Christ, Kampe, Susemihl, Barco, Wil- 
son, Freudenthal and others, but whenever they involve exten- 
sive alterations of the text or venturesome theories of double 
recensions or interpolation, he finally waves them aside. To minor 
corrections that seem to restore the sense by a change of punctua- 
tion or the altering of a letter or word, he is more favorable, and 
contributes a few such of his own suggestion. He has made a 
new collation of E without gleaning much. Following are the 
chief points of interest in his text: 

403, b I7, he retains with E and Biehl the impossible oi1re 's 

XcoplaTa. Cf. p. 152. 

404, a I9, he deletes comma after e'lp7ra, which he renders 

strangely 'on fait remarquer.' 
404, b Io-i , he inserts commas before ravras and ravJrTv to the 

improvement of the sense. 
407, b 28, he retains in spite of Bernays X'yovs s'&a-rep evO6vas 

6Eo&KvIa which he tries to justify by the translation 'qui a d6ja eu a 
fournir ses raisons pour ainsi dire en guise de chAtiment.' 

l'AptaroTr0Xovc rept pvXxic. 'Aristote Traite De L'Ame.' Traduit et Annote 
par G. Rodier. Paris, Ernest Leroux, 900oo. 
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409, b 20-24, he incloses ol ... .axeov in parentheses and inserts 
a colon after aXxov. 

4Io, a 29, he separates Kal 7rp'o by commas, translating ' en outre.' 
Cf. infra p. 153. The inserted footnote calling attention to this 
has got mixed with Biehl's note on Torstrik's emendation so as 
to make it appear that this punctuation and not Torstrik's read- 
ing rests on Sophonias. 

412, a I6, he retains the perhaps unnecessarily explicit reading 
TTrEi f'oTr aw/La KaL ToLov&l roTro. 

417, b 6, he keeps dis avro where eis avTr is better suited to the 
sense. In actualization the thing moves, if it can be said to move, 
to its (real) self. Mr. Rodier's 'en lui' can hardly be got out of 
his text. 

426, a 27, he reads with Simplicius and Plutarch el a av,u,via 
<)ovpr Tis EoY,r for ed 8' , and renders strangely 'comme une certaine 

esp&ce de voix est accord.' Cf. infra, p. 159. 
427, a Io, he keeps with Biehl IAia f7 vao, suggesting, however, 

i ,tla ? a6o which, though harsh, gives the required sense. 
428, a 24, frlvEpov Toivvv OTr oV8E fi6a pET ala'OreW .... avraa'a 

av erL) tad TF Tavra KaCL afXov oTr OVK a'XXov rTvoS eaTL i 86,(a aX\ eKELvov 

garlv oV Ka& ) a'lao-'osv. So Mr. Rodier prints, connecting dta re ravra 
with what precedes. The lack of any construction for re seems to 
give him no concern, though he lightly remarks that we might 
read ye. Something is wrong. If one cared to emend, the whole 
could be smoothed out either by dropping 8Xov or reading orTt Xov 
orT, and, though this is not indispensable, changing Ocrrv to TrTa,. 
Two reasons will then be alleged against the identification of o6Ea 
and aIol?uu, the foregoing ad rTe Trara, and also the fact that it 
involves the (intolerable) supposition that the object of So'a and 
aOtoitSr is the same, which he proceeds to refute. Below, 428, b 8, 
Mr. Rodier retains the vexatious parenthesis adXXt,a +,Evrjo Eyivro, 
Ore XdOoL pecra7reaorv TO rrpaypa of which he gives precisely the expla- 
nation tentatively proposed at the end of Wallace's note, remark- 
ing at the same time that Wallace's corrections are unnecessary. 

429, b 7, he accepts Bywater's excellent suggestion &' avrov. 

429, b 13, cf. infra; p. 155. 
430, b 17, in place of aXX' t&aalpera he proposes and reads aXX.1 

a&alpera, which makes the sentence read smoothly, but leaves the 
connection with the following hopelessly obscure, a fact which he 
tries to disguise by a long explanatory parenthesis in the transla- 
tion. The general meaning of Aristotle is plain enough, but the 
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wording is desperate and can be cured only by rewriting the 
passage. 

430, b 25, he retains rT,v alrTLov which Zeller (Aristotle, Trans. 
vol. II, p. 105) plausibly explains as a blundering dittography of 
evaitoop. 

The not infrequent anacolutha of the de Anima and the hope- 
less passages which could be cured only by extensive changes, 
Mr. Rodier generally leaves, after discussion, translating them 
defiantly according to his final judgment of the general meaning. 

The translation which accompanies the text is almost always 
right, and in precision and definiteness is, barring a few slips, a 
great improvement on Wallace. An extensive use of the bracket 
disfigures the page, but distinguishes most helpfully the literal 
version from the additions demanded by French idiom, or inserted 
to bring out the sequence of thought as conceived by Mr. Rodier. 
The following are the chief passages where he seems to have 
erred, or where at least difference of opinion is permissible: 402, 
b 8, oioloWs a K&av e' r KOLVOV 'XXo Kaarqyopolro-' et de meme tout autre 
attribut commun que l'on pourrait en affirmer.' En is misleading. 
The question, as Alexander rightly takes it, relates to any predi- 
cate that is used as a general term, not merely to any other gene- 
ral predicate of SCov. 

402, b 22, ErreLav yap Exco,)ev daross0val Kara rr'z, av(ararlav nrepl rT7 

V,[3E1?77KOTC0)V, 7 7ravrowv 7) rWv 7TrXELTrcoV, Tror KaL 7repi Trrs ovOrlasr EOfiv L 

XEyELV KAXXLtra. Here Kara rTjv av,rauaav does not mean 'd'une 
fagon conforme a ce que l'experience manifeste,' but simply 'in 
sensuous presentation.' Wallace's 'to the mind's eye' is substan- 
tially right, though it errs in implying that the presentation must 
be always representation. Kara is probably used somewhat as in 
KaO' EavTra (afpud animum) 7r7Edv; or as in 427, b 23, Kara 8e rT^ 

avTrauav Ta cv Jaravros EXo/X &v Wrep av el Oe6CeEvoL. Mr. Rodier argues 
that the logic requires his rendering. Aristotle, he thinks, could 
not mean to say that the essence can be inferred from the rvOcEr3q- 
Kora. He means that the possibility of explaining (daro8sLavaL) the 
c(TvLeplrKora KaO' avra from the essence is an a posteriori confirma- 
tion that the essence has been correctly defined. Otherwise, too, 
the following yap is pointless. This is hypercritical. The passage 
is one of many in which Aristotle states that the definition is often 
best approached through a survey of particulars. (Zeller, Eng. 
Trans. i. 172). This process is virtually if not strictly induction 
(Zeller, I. 269). The Kal of TOTr Ka and the future gEoCev are inex- 
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plicable on Mr. Rodier's interpretation. The yap that follows in 
7rarrSt yap a7roaeltecos apXr rT rTl earLv did not trouble Simplicius 
(I5. 9) and need not us. It loosely assigns the reason for the 
emphasis laid on KaXXLara. The sequence is: (and it is important 
to define oaula well) for the what is it is the starting point of all 
proofs and (here we have Mr. Rodier's idea) definitions that are 
not accompanied by concrete knowledge of the accidents, are 
empty and verbal. There is no real difficulty in the unprecise 
use of a7ro8L8ovaL (cf. 406, a 27), and we need not introduce the 
distinction between o-rv/,87Kodra and Ka' avrha aUv/,8epalKdra. 

403, b I7, eXiyo.Ev 8' 07( rTa Trdr? rjs I vXtS r O1VTE U XOp&rTa rjs 

fVcIKr)S VXjtrS TrWV r coPy, 1 8r To0avU vapxeiX OBv Aos Kaot 0dosO, Kal ovir 

&a7rep ypapLuI) cal ier7irraov. It is a pity that Mr. Rodier follows 
Biehl's text here which drives him to a forced unnatural transla- 
tion inconsistent with his punctuation. Ovre os and KaI ovx are 

impossible correlates here. Obviously we must read with the 
majority of MSS and editors ov XOwptiaT or axOptarra. The 

meaning is that the 7rdri1, qua such; i. e. qua, e. g., Ovfipo and 
bd6a3o, are dXcpLara, inseparable, even in thought from their 

material embodiment, and not like the line which qua line is 
separable in thought from physical matter. This is the inter- 
pretation of Simplicius (whose reference of rTotara Mr. Rodier 

misunderstands), and of Themistius. It is easy, though not 
necessary, to read yE, instead of 63, with U and Simplicius. 

404, b 2I, ErT 8e KCa iX\Xo : ' Platon dit aussi.' The name of Plato 
should not be mentioned in connection with these fooleries of 
Xenocrates except where Aristotle explicitly attributes them to 
him.-405, a I6 yuov: 'en consequence'; rather: at any rate.- 
405, b 26, 6LO Kra TaoL ovroadta-v aKoXovOov0Lv. May not this mean not 
that they 'raisonnent d'apres les noms,' but that they etymologize 
to suit their respective theories ? The phrasing of Cratylus, 436, 
b, el rTc... dKoXovoO ro To 3ovdrOaa seems against it, but the general tenor 
of the discussion in the Cratylus favors it, and 8&6 kta is certainly 
clearer so. Their physical theories are no reason for their ety- 
mologizing, but do explain the particular etymologies in which 
they seek support for the respective doctrines. 

406, b 2, ;CO(rT Kal 1 VvX/ Leraaf3idXo &av Kara T r o/ aa: in spite of the 
Greek commentators may this not mean 'within the body' rather 
than 'comme le corps'? This gives point to the following anti- 
thesis: (if it can move in the body) it would follow that it can 
also, Kai, go forth from the body and return. The same thought 
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seems to be implied in the comparison on the next page with the 
quicksilver which the Daedalus of Philippos poured into his wooden 
Aphrodite.-407, b I, el ' eirlv KviprfrL avrrs /i) ovrcla can not of 
course be construed 'si le mouvement est la negation de l'essence 
de l'ame,' but in loose writing 'if movement is not its essence' 
may be treated as the logical equivalent of Mr. Rodier's version. 

409, a 21, el pie ovv lalv f repat al v T rO) faTart JaEov1i8e Kal at frtTypai 

-'si en outre, l'on pretend que les unites [psychiques qui resi- 
dent] dans le corps sont diff6rentes des points,' etc., al ,v r- 

croLart MIova8esg are not the psychic unities but the spatial points, as 
Themistius clearly explains. It is much more credible that 
Aristotle should have used povdaies and arny/al interchangeably as 
he appears to do throughout the passage, than that he should 
repeatedly employ Ev r, awcaara in contrary senses.-41o, a 29, Kal 

Irpor rT opLOLov p.aprvpel rT vwv keXXev. Mr. Rodier's solution of this 
crux is to place a comma after Kal nrpor which he renders 'en 
outre.' This is ingenious but very abrupt and harsh, though Mr. 
Rodier might have quoted Plato Repub. 559 A for a similar 
position of Kai rrpor. The note affirms that the expression rrpoa- 
IarvpeWv (sic) riva is Greek in the sense 't6moigner avec quelqu'un.' 
One would like to see his authority. 

411, a i8, Kal rqv +vXqYv 6ofoeL8a Tois LoploIS elva: ' que l'ame qui 
reside dans les parties est (dans chacune d'elles) de m6me nature.' 
Rather: that the soul (the general soul of the air, etc.) is homo- 
geneous with its parts (as they are found in animals, etc.). See 
the explanation of Themistius 'who apparently claims to be the 
first to understand the passage: TaVTrJS T7S Xews E O rt .L Ka7TKpaTrq)av 
ol irpo 7/Civ. 

4II, a I9,6 , aev aYp 8&aarr ,,evos is not 'l'air respire,' but, as Wallace 
correctly renders, 'air when divided.' 

4I2, b I5, vvv a' Uarl 7reXCKVs the interpretation of Simplicius 
followed by Mr. Rodier 'mais, en fait, la hache existe' seems to 
yield the more plausible sequence. But the natural construction 
of the Greek makes rather for that of Themistius and Alexander: 
'but in point of fact it's only an axe'-not an organic body.- 
4I4, b 25, 8at ye,Xoov gTrev r TO KOL&OV XOyov Kal erl ro'TcOP Kal e' eTpOv, 

os ovoeaos E rraTt rT Ov tWtov 10 Xoyos ovai KaTO TO oitKelo Kal TO aroop.ov 

Eaos, aevTras ro rV TOLOrov. The Greek commentators differ and the 
text will always be doubtful. But the general interpretation of 
Themistius and Pacius is surely right that Aristotle means: 'it is 
absurd to seek (any other) general definition of souls or triangles 
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if you reject the type of general definition that I have given of the 
soul---Ov Tooroo.' It is impossible to construe with Mr. Rodier 
oV8 Kara 7T oiKC ov, etc., 'et de ne pas s'attacher a ce qui appartient 
en propre et A l'esp6ce indivisible.' Mr. Rodier's argument that 
this phrase must point to b0-rE KaB' EKaoTrov T1re;ov below is not 

convincing. The intervening sentence, 7apa7rXraioa a' EXEL, etc., 

opens a new aspect of the question. 
424, b 13, animes is by inadvertence for inanimes.-425, a 15, 

&V iEK'Ka7 atoala)aet aLaOavJo/IeBa Kara aVffuE3rlKoIs.. Mr. Rodier rightly 
rejects Torstrik's ov before Kara, and follows the Greek commen- 
tators in understanding the words to express not Aristotle's 
opinion but a part of the objection. Below, rarva yap 7raRra KLV^o-E& 

aira-avodl0Fa, he interprets Kv1ijae& 'par le mouvement qu'elle pro- 
voque en nous.' This, the explanation of Themistius and Sim- 
plicius, yields the smoothest sequence of thought, but strains the 
arts of interpretation to carry through consistently. Mr. Rodier 
shows that the Greek commentators agree with him, and that 
Physics 211, a I2, cited by Trendelenburg is irrelevant. But 
when it comes to ro 8' 'pelaozv rC / KOvelrO0a he inconsistently rejects 
the explanation of Philoponos that rT Aq7 KivcZaOa& means 'by the 
unaltered persistence of the subjective state', and, reverting to the 
view which he has just rejected for the passage as a whole, says, 
'peut-etre Aristote veut-il dire plus simplement que le repos est 
per9u comme privation du mouvement.' It is a difficult question. 
The unanimity of the Greek commentators counts heavily. And 
it is true that Aristotle does not elsewhere deduce all the common 
sensibles from motion. But there is no inconsistency in suppos- 
ing Klvqrcr to be the ratio cognoscendi of concepts, some of which 
are ontologically prior to it. The view of the Greek commen- 
tators may be due to the attempt to find here an explicit proof of 
what Aristotle merely asserts below that our perception of the 
KoVad is not accidental. Certainly the natural construction of the 
Greek is to take KiVrai as meaning simply (perception of) motion. 

425, b I2, sqq. The difficult passage on consciousness of per- 
ception is in the main rightly explained, Zeller's misinterpretation 
(Trans. 2. 69 n. 3) being silently corrected. Mr. Rodier perfunc- 
torily repeats from Bonitz and Trendelenburg at 425, b 22, the 
reference to Charmides i68 DE, but does not seem to perceive 
the indebtedness of the entire passage to Plato. Its two leading 
thoughts are: (i) the paradox of a faculty exercised upon itself 
(Charmides 167 sqq.); (2) the psychological regress ad infinitum 
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Theaetet. 200 C). In one point this oversight affects the interpre- 
tation: q) s ;cia7pov v L V q Er arTrT)s LSra ar Iis rendered, 'ou bien 
ce second sens devra se sentir elle-meme.' And in the notes 
(p. 265) Mr. Rodier objects to Philoponos' oTrovTO T avrTv Eavrjis 
a,orJOativ etvai on the ground that it is not a second diToTrov, but the 
real opinion of Aristotle. But the Charmides passage would have 
made him feel more fully the force of r& and the future aral. It is 
an aro7rov that we should have to admit a faculty that perceives 
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distinguish fbavraoia from v7ro'X,qL. We have the choice of drop- 
ping voracrs and inserting pavTrarla from the margin of U, or of 
taking vloraLs as a loose synonym of Oavraria. The latter is by 
no means impossible. For v7rrXrt?rs here is not, as often, used 
of the higher intellect generally, but of belief as opposed 
to mere presentation. Now, much as Oaserao-la and vor,asr differ 
for other purposes, for this argument they are alike, in that 
both are mere representations which, unlike belief, can be sum- 
moned up at will. It is thus careless writing to substitute vo'dair 
for qavrao(ra, but not too careless for Aristotle perhaps. But it is 
incredible that vo'qar-s and ivnroAXrrt should be virtually identified in 
opposition to faavraola in a passage which emphasizes the aspect 
of v7Xr6or)Li that is antithetic to qavrao-a and vo'ins alike. It is no 
objection that later qavraata in another sense is treated as a state 
that admits both truth and error. 
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objection to speaking of vovs as in a certain sense apprehending 
alorrlrTd. 

429, b 29, 7 rTO ACV sra'dXeiv Kara KowvOV TI &87prraLt aprpovrpor, orL avvda 

irs ivcrt ra YOqTra o vov, etc.-' que nous avons distingue plus haut 
la passion qui s'exerce grace A une communaute [entre l'agent et 
le patient de celle qu'on peut attribuer i l'intellect.'] This 
perhaps roughly gives the sense for practical purposes, but artpr?- 
Tat can hardly be so used of distinguishing one thing from another. 
Render rather: or have we distinguished two senses of iraaXtv 
Kara KOIVOVP T, etc. The reference is to 417, b 1-I7. Here instead 
of explicitly naming the two senses: (i) the proper sense; (2) the 
passage from Uava,sa to We`pye&a, he merely reminds us that the 
7ra-XEtv of vovs in relation to vo7rad falls under the second head in 
that the vovs is potentially the vor7r. This is virtually the interpre- 
tation of Brentano, that of Simplicius which Mr. Rodier supposes 
to be different, and of Themistius. For the KOLPOv nr cf. 405, b 20, 
and 433, a 22.-431, b 8, Kal orav Eniq )s eK(e Tr f68v Xv7npov, CvraVOa 

cVUyefi a &WKcE-' et lorsqu'il a prononc6 que la est l'agr6able,' etc. 
This is a very forced and un-Aristotelian construction of the 
Greek. ws ,Ec, as Simplicius takes it, plainly means 'as there,' in 
the field of sense perception, as contrasted with Evraova, where 

thought is dealing with representative images. In view of Aris- 
totle's elliptic style, Torstrik's addition of r6 adyaBoiv f KaKOV after 
ifvavua is unnecessary though it gives the sense.-432, b 4, Kca 

aro7rov 8, TO TroT 70 aLT7ra does not mean 'de s6parer . .. des autres,' 
but 'to split up, divide up.'-435, b 12, a Tri adq0f eodtpe, not 'qui 
seraient pernicieuses pour le toucher,' 'but which destroy by 
contact.' 

The purpose of the commentary is to elucidate Aristotle's 
meaning and justify the translation, sentence by sentence. Its 
two chief features are the extensive illustration of Aristotle's 
terminology and the full presentation of the views of other com- 
mentators, ancient and modern. In the first respect Mr. Rodier, 
like the generality of modern interpreters, has been tempted by 
the convenience of Bonitz' index into an excess of merely lexico- 
graphical illustration, where a brief reference to Zeller or Bonitz 
would have sufficed. The citations from the Greek commentators 
are interesting and helpful, especially those from Alexander and 
Themistius, who were very sensible, intelligent fellows. But one 
grudges the space assigned to the moderns, and regrets that 
Mr. Rodier could not have devoted to the discussion of the 
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philosophic problems involved in his text, some of the pages 
wasted in rejecting with sad civility the wanton emendations of 
Torstrik, for example. It is true Mr. Rodier explicitly disavows 
the purpose of dealing with the larger philosophic problems of 
the book, but in a commentary of nearly six hundred pages on a 
philosophical text there should surely be some room for phil- 
osophy. The de Anima is a treatise on psychology. Its diffi- 
culties are by no means exclusively philological, caused by the 
uncertainty of the text, the loss of much contemporary literature, 
the peculiarities of Aristotle's terminology, the exasperating care- 
lessness of his style. They are due quite as much to the fact that 
Aristotle did not and could not know his own mind-that he was 
struggling with problems that have not yet been solved, and to 
which he was precluded from giving a coherent answer by the 
fundamental inconsistency that runs through his entire system. 
The purely empiric conception of knowledge and the origin of 
general ideas employed in the Organon and as a basis for the 
polemic against Plato was from the start hopelessly irreconcilable 
with the transcendental presuppositions that were to find their 
ultimate expression in the doctrine of a definition that expresses 
the metaphysical unity of essence, of forms somehow separable 
from matter, of energy divorced from all taint of potentiality, of 
an agent that does not touch, though the patient is touched, of a 
motor that does not move, of a passive intellect that is the mere 
potentiality of thought, and yet is neither sense nor imagination, 
of an active reason that thinks always in pure forms and yet 
operates to actualize the passive reason of a finite mind insepar- 
able from the bodily organism. Again and again as Aristotle 
finds himself on the verge of this gulf of inconsistencies he shies 
off violently, postpones his decision, and resumes the inter- 
minable discussion of daroplam. This is probably the reason why 
he never completed his system in the direction to which all the 
lines inevitably converge by distinctly identifying the voUv IroLqrKOS 

with the divine mind regarded as the abode and sum of all Platonic 
ideas. Mr. Rodier, like Zeller, admits in general terms the rift 
of inconsistency that runs through the Aristotelian philosophy.1 
But, like Zeller, he is apt to deal with each particular passage as 
if it were unaffected by this fundamental fact. In each case he is 
so bent upon smoothing away difficulties and showing the essen- 
tial reasonableness of the Aristotelian standpoint that he often 

1 See Preface, and the note on the voiv problem, pp. 28-30. 
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leaves the impression that there is no final insoluble residuum of 
inconsistency and confusion. This is notably the case in his 
remarks on the reality of the general notion (pp. 18-19), on 
the problem of the unity of the definition (177, 475), on the 
identity of a thing and its rT v l~vat,x on the reconciliation 
of the doctrine of a separable soul with the dependence of 
thought upon imagination (453), on the relation of the vorvs Tro,n- 
TrKoS to God and the Platonic ideas. In these and many other 
cases the only adequate commentary would be one that related 
Aristotle to Plato on the one hand, and to modern psychology on 
the other. The explicit references to Plato, as e. g. that to the 

,vxoyovla, are amply illustrated by Mr. Rodier. A few examples 
of less obvious connections of thought may be given here. The 
discussion of the relation of matter and form in the definition in 
403, b, and 412, should be illustrated by Cratylus 389, which is 
the chief source of this important Aristotelian idea, as will appear 
also by a comparison of depart. an. 640 b. The entire substance 
of the doctrine is already in Plato-the determination of the 
essence by the function or use, the equivocal use of form to 
denote both logical essence and physical shape, the necessity that 
such a form or essence should find its embodiment in a particular 
and appropriate matter.-In 405, a 4, Tf y7p K, vKOf TLK V Tf; VOIv 

7r,v rrp(rTv v7rcXrnwaov, OVK daXO6yo. o0Fv ;to0e TrL, nrp er va probably 
refers to the discussion in Leges 892, and particularly to the 
words (892 C), vr'o-iv 3ov\XovraL XEyeLv yveai,v rTjv rrepi Ta rrpora. el 8E 

caviETalcr , vxI arpCoTov ov IrVp, etc. In 409, b 3I, acXXra To avoXov rTIv 

yvpopte i alrNoaerra; the thought that knowledge of the elements 
of a thing will not by simple mechanical addition yield knowledge 
of the composite whole goes back to the discussion of the syllable 
and its (roLXcFa in Theaetet. 203 sqq. This passage made a strong 
impression upon Aristotle as appears from many veiled and some 
explicit allusions in his writings: e. g. Met. I043, b 5, ov cvera'L7u 61 

Cirovasov 7 rvXXa3 , fK r Ov orroXeloCOv ovaa ical cvvOfreco. The whole is 

more than the sum of its parts in the case of qualities or psycho- 
logical states. As Professor James says (Psychology i. I60), 
"There would be a hundred and first feeling then, if when a 
group or series were set a consciousness belonging to the group 
as such should emerge."-The statement in 414, b 20, that a 

general definition of soul is as void as a general definition of oX,Uia 
1 P. 443, in citing Met. 1032, a 8, Kat el rairb 2aOKparr7/ Kat wcKpadret elvat, he 

omits icai ei! 
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403, b, and 412, should be illustrated by Cratylus 389, which is 
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denote both logical essence and physical shape, the necessity that 
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was probably suggested by Meno 74 E, Tr ErT roVro . . o a voyola- 

se, oTXiLta IaL ov;ev /AaXXov kf,s rTO rpoyyvXov x 
rXj,Ea EvaL ' rO evO.--In 

4I5, a 29, the idea that generation is a striving of the mortal to 

put on immortality Iva roV dae Kal rot Octov /erEXootrv ?7y jvavTrat needs 

illustration from its source, Symp. 207 D, 208 B. In 418, a 20, 
and 425, a 26, the apparent reversal of the normal use of Kara 0av/- 

f3I,qKoS by which a substance is made the accident of a distantly 
perceived quality, rovrT aZ vtE avfiqKev vlW KXF'Oos vaIL, was probably 

suggested by the psychological analysis in Philebus 38 D of the 
errors that arise in the perception of a distant object.-In 4I8, 
a 30, the peculiar use of KaO' avro, not in its logical sense, but of 
an object the color of which belongs to it, is probably to be traced 
in the last resort to the discussion in Lysis 217 CD of the cases in 
which the 7rapovo-a of the color does or does not imply real color- 
ing. Cf. Ka6O in Met. 1022, a I5-I8, and KaO' avro /os Fruracdveta 
XevKOV in Met. 1029, b I7.-In 420, b 19, the distinction between 
the dvayKaiov of taste and the ev of speech comes from Timaeus 75 E. 

In the difficult passage 426, b 3, sqq. a reference to the Philebus 
is needed, not merely for illustration, but to give the true mean- 
ing. Aristotle apparently argues that ataOi]vot is a proportion or 
ratio (Xoyov) for the reason (i) that certain forms of sensation are 

evidently so as e. g. the sensation of a avoufcvla, and (2) because 
excess destroys the sensation. He adds, speaking of various 
qualities of sight, smell and taste: 6 Ka ai iaea ye'v oravy EfXKpvij Kca 
dafpyi ovra aOSy7Tarna TrV Xdoyov, orv TO ro o3v yXvKtv 1) da/Lvpov, ; ea yap 
TOT?e' oXos 8E uLa\Xov To /IKTrov av$uxvla ) TO o'v r1 TO j3apv. dj7 Ue r6 

epapFavTrv A) +VKrTOV. V 8' arorO~v' 6 Xo'yos. i7repf3daXovra Ne Xv7re 

8OElpeL. I do not think that certainty is attainable with regard to 
the last three lines. But the general meaning of the passage, and 
the special force of naea p?v which has been generally misunder- 
stood appear only by comparison with Philebus 51 C-53 B. 
There Plato argues that there is a natural pleasure attached to 
pure unmixed sensations of tone, color, and the like, employing 
the terms KaOapov, EdXtKpvts, etc. As compared with these he dis- 

parages 'mixed' sensations, purposely perhaps confounding the 
mixture of pleasure and pain with the mixture of different qualities 
of sense. Alluding to this Aristotle says: 'the sensations are, it 
is true (;fyv concessive), pleasurable when they are presented 
EIXLKpItvf KaL dCaLtyf to the sense which being itself a Xoyos perceives 
and judges their purity; but in general o,ws Ne there is more 
pleasure in a harmoniously mixed sensation, the ratios and pro- 
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portions of which are perceived by sense as it perceives a ovp,- 
bcovIa. The correlate of iE'a uev is o-Xoar 8 not v7rep3AdXovra 8e as Mr. 
Rodier seems to say, p. 377. ayrTa Es rorv Xo'yov means 'are pre- 
sented to the sense' (which is a Xoyoo), not 'elles sont amenees a 
s'unir dans la proportion voulue.' Wallace so far misapprehends 
the thought that he actually cites to prove that aXuvpov is a 
mixture, a passage (Meteorolog. 358-9) in which Aristotle says 
that the salt taste of sea water is due to an intermixture of solid 
particles with the water. It is idle to dogmatize about the last 
three lines. The sentence begins as if Aristotle meant to say: 
'but generally speaking the mixed is more pleasurable.' rvpqcovla 
may be an interpolation, or we may read something like el avM- 
povia or ev avpbovcl.a or or Tcanp crvt,opvia. The words f Tr ov }a TOT 

f3apv may mean than the (unmixed) acute or grave, or possibly, 
which better suits the required sense, they and the following rT 

OFeppavrov 4 VKrOV may be loosely appended alternative examples 
of the constituents of pleasurable mixtures. In any case the key 
to the whole is (i) the Philebus passage; (2) the idea that sense 
is a kind of Xoyos, both in the pleasurable perception of the purity 
of pure qualities, and, despite Plato, in the still more pleasurable 
perception of the proportions of a harmonious blend.-In 428, 
a 12, the, to a modern, surprising statement al 8e ]avra-cla& ylvovraT 
al 7rXeovs p+evaes is due to a reminiscence of Philebus 40 AB, where 
4avrCaariaTa is used of imaginative pictures of hope and desire, and 
it is added that for the wicked such pictures are generally false, 
i. e. not destined to be realized. 

Many other minor illustrations might be drawn from the psycho- 
logical parts of the Philebus, Theaetetus, Phaedo, Republic, 
Sophist and Timaeus. But I prefer to give the space that 
remains to a typical adropla that originating in certain passages of 
the Parmenides and Charmides1 runs all through the de Anima. 
It is the ever-recurring metaphysical problem of devising any 
theory of communication between matter and a totally disparate 
mind, that does not break down the distinction between them. 

The first hint of it appears in the criticism of Anaxagoras' vovs 

,atyrl 405, b 22. It is employed somewhat sophistically in the 

polemic against the psychology of the world soul of the Timaeus 
interpreted with matter of fact literalness 407, a Io-I2. In 409, 
b 5, it is invoked against the theory that the soul is a monad or a 
point. If such points are identical with those of the body all 

1Parmen. I32 C, Charm. I67-8. 
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bodies must possess souls. In 410, a I6-I8, it is again touched 
upon in the discussion of the general theory that the soul is made 
up of the elements of things. It is repeated again against Empe- 
docles in 41o, b 8, and lurks in the objection that his god, the 
Sphaeros, will be more ignorant than the finite beings that are 
acquainted with strife, an objection which, as Mr. Rodier observes, 
applies with equal force to Aristotle's God, and which, he does 
not observe, was suggested by the Parmenides. [I34 D'Ap' oiv 

OtOs Tr av eorat 6 eos' rTa rap' 7/tLy yLyYvcKeL;V ] It reappears 425, 
b I9, in the question whether if there is a sense that sees (is 
conscious of) sight, sight itself must not be colored, and in the 
problem, 427 a, of how unity can be aware of multiplicity and 
difference. Lastly, it culminates in the d7ropia of 429, b 26 sqq., 
where Aristotle raises the question, what is the relation of vovs 
conceived as itself intelligible (voTro7) to things, to cognita. If it 
is vor,ros solely in virtue of being voiv, then all vor/Ta must possess 
,ovs. If it is voqroS in virtue of some other quality which it 
possesses in common with other yvo7rd, then it is no longer 
"gesondert ungemischt und nur sich selber gleich." His solu- 
tion is that cognita and vor/ra are of two kinds: (I) pure forms in 
the case of which thought and its object coincide and the question 
disappears; (2) forms immersed in matter. In the latter the 
VO7rTO has only a potential existence before the realizing activity of 
Yvov, and such a potential vorT'v does not involve the presence 
of vovs. Thought, therefore, may be an intelligible, though all 
intelligibles need not possess thought. 

This purely verbal evasion Mr. Rodier seems to accept as 
satisfactory and requiring no further comment. But the problem, 
as we have seen, has a history, and Aristotle's failure to solve it 
has a reason. It is substantially identical with and was probably 
suggested by the cavil against the Platonic ideas put in the mouth 
of Parmenides. 132 C, ovK dvYdyKr', e raXXa rs r&T elarv /AerTXEL, ', 

aoKCLv rOt EK voqTpadroO E'Kaarov Elfal Kat 7rarva voevp, q vop.Lara orva dvonrTa eLvl; 

On the surface this is a mere sophistical quibble, but it distinctly 
raises the epistemological problem of the Aristotelian passage. 
Aristotle's pure forms, whether he knows it or not, are Platonic 
ideas, and he has the further embarrassment that they are not like 
the Platonic ideas, all-inclusive, but leave outside their circle an 
indeterminate and inexplicable residuum of forms or ideas more 
or less universal in matter, the psychological and ontological 
status of which his system was unable to define. If thought 
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possesses in common with other yvo7rd, then it is no longer 
"gesondert ungemischt und nur sich selber gleich." His solu- 
tion is that cognita and vor/ra are of two kinds: (I) pure forms in 
the case of which thought and its object coincide and the question 
disappears; (2) forms immersed in matter. In the latter the 
VO7rTO has only a potential existence before the realizing activity of 
Yvov, and such a potential vorT'v does not involve the presence 
of vovs. Thought, therefore, may be an intelligible, though all 
intelligibles need not possess thought. 

This purely verbal evasion Mr. Rodier seems to accept as 
satisfactory and requiring no further comment. But the problem, 
as we have seen, has a history, and Aristotle's failure to solve it 
has a reason. It is substantially identical with and was probably 
suggested by the cavil against the Platonic ideas put in the mouth 
of Parmenides. 132 C, ovK dvYdyKr', e raXXa rs r&T elarv /AerTXEL, ', 

aoKCLv rOt EK voqTpadroO E'Kaarov Elfal Kat 7rarva voevp, q vop.Lara orva dvonrTa eLvl; 

On the surface this is a mere sophistical quibble, but it distinctly 
raises the epistemological problem of the Aristotelian passage. 
Aristotle's pure forms, whether he knows it or not, are Platonic 
ideas, and he has the further embarrassment that they are not like 
the Platonic ideas, all-inclusive, but leave outside their circle an 
indeterminate and inexplicable residuum of forms or ideas more 
or less universal in matter, the psychological and ontological 
status of which his system was unable to define. If thought 
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is conceived in pure isolation and qualitative distinction from 
'things,' how can it in any way apprehend them? And if there 
is a qualitative likeness or partial identity, then must not all 
things think in some degree, and is not the absolute barrier broken 
down? Monistic, hylozoistic, pantheistic philosophies frankly 
accept the second alternative. They boldly affirm with Diogenes 
of Apollonia that the air thinks, with Parmenides that the corpse 
is aware of darkness and silence, with Empedocles that all things 
have a part in knowledge and perception, with Shelley that 
'every grain is sentient.' This is repugnant to common sense. 
But philosophers who appeal to common sense find the line very 
hard to draw. Wundt and Riehl, for example, in our own day, 
after accepting the parallelism of the two aspect theory for the 
relation of mind and body, extend it to animals, then in a sense to 
plants, and so are finally confronted with the question whether 
there may not be a subjective 'side' to every atom. Aristotle, 
always a champion of common sense, could not entertain such a 
thought. Yet his incoherent system provided him with no real 
defense against it. The Platonic ideas banished in the Organon 
were returning in the shape of a dimly conceived, active, intel- 
lect or divine mind, identical with its own thoughts. The only 
consistent issue would have been to make these thoughts include 
all general notions, the abstract reflection or duplication of every- 
thing, and to make the divine mind immanent in the universe. 
Just as Plato rejected the notion that there was anything too 
lowly to have an idea, so Aristotle was logically bound to admit 
that the most trivial reality or transient relation was capable of 
verbal formulation, and consequently of intelligible conception as 
mere essence and r1 ?v elvas. And on this view the divine mind 
identical with its own thoughts would be thinking in everything. 
I attribute no such doctrine to Aristotle. I am merely showing 
that the distinctions by which he sought to evade it were either 
purely verbal or implied a psychology which he would not accept 
and could not consistently apply. He undoubtedly endeavored 
to limit the pure ideas or essences by a theory akin to Mill's 
doctrine of 'natural kinds.' He would admit logical essence, 
Tr ?Iv elvaW, and definition in the strict sense only of natural species 
or (for on this point neither he nor his disciples have ever been 
clear), of the individuals belonging to them. But this limitation 
inevitably breaks down. Events, as eclipses, e. g. are more 
significant for the theory of the definition than the things of 
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natural kinds. Abstract nouns expressive of relations and qualities 
are for many purposes quite as pure ideas as those that express 
the essence of a species. To say that they are EvOve o5rep ov ,L is a 
mere evasion of the final question as to their ontological status. 
So of the distinction between pure forms and those that involve 
matter. The real and the verbal classification constantly cross 
one another. It is a mere accident of language that in aLipo' the 
implication of a particular matter is thrust upon the attention 
more prominently than in KoiXos or KICITrvXOrv7. But if, as Aristotle 

repeatedly says, the mind can never think aEVv ]axvraiaruaToS, the 
implication of the matter is always present. And as a matter of 
fact Aristotle was never able to specify the ideas that can be 
thought as pure form, or to determine the content of the divine, self- 
thinking thought. If the divine mind could only think 'natural 
kinds' its range of knowledge would be far more limited than 
that of the Empedoclean god which Aristotle censured on this 
score. And if the vovs TroLrIK6os could think only 'natural kinds' 
how on Aristotelian principles could it actualize in the passive 
mind the potentiality of thinking all other abstractions? There 
is no escape on these lines from a reinstatement of all Platonic 
ideas in a universal and immanent mind. 

Even if we waive all this, the second half of Aristotle's explan- 
ation brings back the puzzle in another form. Ideas involving 
matter have only a potential existence in the material things, he 
says. This is absolutely satisfactory to common sense, but the 
convenient evasion 'potentially' will not bear analysis. The 
problem is: if thought thinks all things must it not be in some 
sense coextensive with all things? No, replies Aristotle, for the 
abstracta (the Forms) of mere qualities and mathematical rela- 
tions (as distinguished from essences proper) do not dwell in the 
material object except potentially. It is the active mind that 
educes them and makes them actual. But waiving the point 
already made that the active mind can not actualize thoughts 
which by hypothesis it does not itself think, we still ask how is 
the contact effected. 'The stone is not in the soul' (ov yap 6 Xl'os 
;v 7r , vx'). Neither is the vovs in the stone. If the vovs enters the 
stone, or the stone, in Platonic phrase, lereiXz, participates in the 
vov; why does not the stone think? If, on the other hand, the 
stone, or the Form of the stone, finds its way into the mind by the 
psychological process described in Analytica Posteriora II i5, 
then we have the purely sensualistic psychology which Hobbes 
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learned from Aristotle, 'physics becomes first philosophy,' all 
talk of a separable voiv, of pure forms, and of an 'active mind' 
becomes meaningless, and the alternative before us is as in modern 
times materialism or some form of Berkeleian idealism. 'Poten- 
tial'is a good word to conjure with, but it explains nothing, as 
Aristotle himself sometimes appears to be uneasily aware. And 
it is time that the historians of Greek philosophy abandoned the 
habit of breaking Plato's metaphors on the logical wheel, while at 
the same time they allow 'common sense' to select a plausible 
body of Aristotelian doctrine from two inconsistent and irrecon- 
cilable psychologies. 

However metaphysical and remote from the solid ground of 
philological method such considerations may appear, they are 
indispensable to the interpretation of either Plato or Aristotle. 
And we cannot escape them by Sprachstatistik, collation 
of manuscripts, or respectful discussion of the emendations of 
Torstrik. 

PAUL SHOREY. 
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